Navigation-supported and sonographically-controlled fine-needle puncture in soft tissues of the neck.
In surgery, sonography has been a well-accepted means of orientation for years. The immediate vicinity of many vital structures in the head and neck region calls for a very exact visualization of the surgical instrument in the 2-D ultrasonic picture. We report on the development of a new method for navigation-supported and sonographically-controlled fine-needle puncture in soft tissues of the neck. Our system comprises a navigated ultrasound probe, a navigated fine-puncture needle and a coordinate sensor. A personal computer with specially-developed software assists calibration and surgical application. The applicability test for the system is described. In vitro, a model lymph node of 9 mm in diameter had been hit. It is shown that the target structure can be aimed at very precisely by the navigated puncture needle. An accuracy of 97% and a specificity of 99% could be demonstrated. The development of a very precise and easy-to-handle method for navigation-supported fine-needle puncture in the neck region is presented. The outstanding advantage of this method is that no rigid reference gadget fixed to the patient's body is necessary. That makes this method very suitable for surgery in the neck region. Contrary to other sonographically-supported navigation methods in the head and neck region, preoperative imaging (CT or MRT) is dispensable.